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Heat stable (st) mutants have been isolated from phages T5 (Rubenstein, 1968) , TI, T3, T7 (Ritchie & Malcolm, I97o) and A (Parkinson & Huskey, 1970 . In addition to their increased resistance to heat inactivation the st mutant phage particles also have a lower buoyant density and, with the possible exception of TI, contain less DNA than their respective wild-types. All these phages have DNA molecules with non-permuted base sequences (Olligs, 1967; Thomas & MacHattie, 1967) which have been suggested to arise from intracellular concatenated DNA forms (found with T5, T7 and A) by a sequence specific cutting mechanism which recognizes sites marking the ends of mature DNA molecules (Thomas, Kelly & Rhoades, 1968 ) . Therefore the deletion of non-essential DNA sequences would produce viable phage particles with less DNA than wild-type; this would reduce the buoyant density and apparently also increases the heat stability. In contrast, the mature DNA molecules of the T-even phages are thought to arise from concatemers by the excision of randomly permuted sequences of fixed length regardless of terminal base sequence (Streisinger, Emrich & Stahl, 1967) . Therefore the deletion of a DNA sequence would not be expected to shorten the mature DNA molecules and the production of heat stable mutants of the type described for the T-odd phages and a would be precluded.
In this paper we describe the results of experiments designed to isolate heat stable mutants from phages T2 and T4. The experimental method was that used successfully for isolating st mutants from TI, T3 and T7 (Ritchie & Malcolm, 197o) . Phage particles were exposed to a series of heat inactivation cycles alternating with growth of the surviving phage to maintain high titre stocks. This treatment produces a progressive enrichment of any heat stable mutants present in the population. For each cycle a phage suspension, diluted to Io 9 p.f.u./ml, in 2 × SSC (0"3 M-NaC1, 0"03 M-sodium citrate), was heated at 60 ° for a time which reduced the infectivity to about 1%. One ml. of this phage suspension was added to 5 ml. of Escherichia coli strain B (5 × IO 7 cells/ml.) growing in broth at 37 ° and the culture incubated until lysis was complete. All other materials and methods have been described previously (Ritchie, I97O; Ritchie & Malcolm, I97o) .
Stocks of Tall + and T4Bol, an osmotic shock resistant mutant of T4 B+ (Brenner & Barnett, 1959) , were exposed to 15 and 16 heat inactivation cycles respectively. Approximately 2o % of Tz (8[4o) and 18 % of T4 (7/4o) plaques picked from the final lysates showed some increase in heat stability. The T2 heat-selected phages (desigrmted by the symbol hs) showed only a small increase in heat resistance whereas for T4 the hs phages were about five-fold more heat stable than the parent T4Bo I (Fig. I) . These are not large differences by comparison with st mutants of the T-odd phages and ~/.
To determine whether the T4hs phages were similar to the st mutants of other phages two further tests were performed. First, the mol. wt of intact, phenol extracted DNA molecules from T4Boa and T4Bhs phages were compared. Differentially labelled radioactive mixtures of the two DNA types sedimented at identical rates through 5 to 2o % (w/v) linear sucrose gradients (pH 6.8). Therefore both phages contain DNA molecules with very similar or identical tool. wt (Burgi & Hershey, 1963) . For the second test differentially labelled radio- active mixtures of T4BOl and T4Bhs phage particles were centrifuged to equilibrium in a CsCI density gradient. The T4Bol phage particles banded with the expected sharp unimodal distribution (Kozinski, I960, however the T4Bhs phages were distributed bimodally with a minority component banding with the parent phage and a larger fraction with a wide distribution at a considerably lighter density (Fig. 2) . The two density types of the hs phages were fully infectious and the progeny from single plaques picked from either the heavy or the light band gave the same bimodal density pattern as the original heat selected stock. Therefore the two density types are genotypically identical. The T2hs phages behave similarly. The findings that: 0) DNA molecules from the parent and hs phages are the same size, (z) the hs phages show no uniform shift to a lighter density and (3) that there is no large increase in heat stability, indicate that T2 and T 4 do not produce heat stable mutants of the type previously described for other phages. For both phages the osmotic shock sensitive wild-type was slightly more heat stable than the osmotic shock resistant mutant (Fig. 0 . This suggested that heat stability and sensitivity to osmotic shock were related and might explain why the hs phages of T4BolbUt not of T2 were more heat stable than their respective parents. Suspensions of wild-type, osmotic shock resistant and hs phages ofT2 and T 4 were diluted 2o-fold in CsC1 (45 % in broth), incubated at room temperature for t hr and then diluted Ioo-fold into distilled water. Control samples were diluted into broth instead of CsCI. Both wild-type and hs phages were sensitive to osmotic shock (about ~ % surviving infectivity) whereas the mutants resistant to osmotic shock showed little loss of infectivity (7o to Ioo % survivors). Moreover, the CsCI buoyant density profiles of T2H + and T4B + were very similar to that of the hs phages. Apparently the heat selection procedure had selected the revertants from the T4Bol population which were more heat stable and sensitive to osmotic shock. For T2, since the parent was initially sensitive to osmotic shock, this selection did not occur. However, the heat inactivation curves of the hs phages did differ slightly from those of the wild-types (Fig. I) suggesting that slight differences had accumulated during the heat selection. The correlation between osmotic shock and buoyant density properties was confirmed by showing that mutants isolated from T2 and T 4 hs phages which were resistant to osmotic shock had regained the unimodal density pattern.
The higher buoyant density of T4Bo 1 particles compared to T4 B+ was reported by Leibo & Mazur 0966) who concluded that the higher density results from the increased permeability of the T4Bo 1 head membrane permitting a larger fraction of the endogenous cations to diffuse out and be replaced by Cs + ions. However, their results for T4B + did not show the denser minority component and its nature and origin are not entirely clear. Apart from the finding that the two density types are genotypically identical we have observed that incubation of particles sensitive to osmotic shock with CsCI for 3o rain. at 45 ° before centrifuging caused the major light component to band at the heavy position together with the minor fraction. This treatment would be expected to increase the permeability of the particle and so increase the density. In addition, the heavy and light bands retained their density when isolated and directly recentrifuged in CsC1 suggesting that the two density types are phenotypically different. It appears likely that the minor dense component of the osmotic shock sensitive phages represents particles with a modified permeability barrier.
We conclude that T2 and T4 do not produce heat stable mutants of the type isolated from the T-odd phages and 2~ and that our results are consistent with that consequence of the maturation hypothesis (Streisinger et al. I967) which maintains that the deletion of T2-or T4-DNA sequences should not produce viable phages with shorter DNA molecules.
